Reconstruction of experimental hyperthermia temperature distributions: application of state and parameter estimation.
Subsets of data from spatially sampled temperatures measured in each of nine experimental heatings of normal canine thighs were used to test the feasibility of using a state and parameter estimation (SPE) technique to predict the complete measured data set in each heating. Temperature measurements were made at between seventy-two and ninety-six stationary thermocouple locations within the thigh, and measurements from as few as thirteen of these locations were used as inputs to the estimation algorithm. The remaining (non "input") measurements were compared to the predicted temperatures for the corresponding "unmeasured" locations to judge the ability of the estimation algorithm to accurately reconstruct the complete experimental data set. The results show that the predictions of the "unmeasured" steady-state temperatures are quite accurate in general (average errors usually < 0.5 degrees C; and small variances about those averages) and that this reconstruction procedure can yield improved descriptors of the steady-state temperature distribution. The accuracy of the reconstructed temperature distribution was not strongly affected by either the number of perfusion zones or by the number of input sensors used by the algorithm. One situation extensively considered in this study modeled the thigh with twenty-seven independent regions of perfusion. For this situation, measurements from ninety-six to thirteen sensors were used as input to the estimation algorithm. The average error for all of these cases ranged from -0.55 degrees C to +0.75 degrees C, respectively, and was not strongly related to the number of sensors used as input to the estimation algorithm.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)